Purdue, ACSI Host Career Fair for Chinese Students

The America-China Student Exchange Institute (ACSI) and the Purdue Student Assembly hosted a career fair in the Student Recreational Center on March 11, 2014. This was the first of its kind at Purdue and it was attended by more than 100 Chinese students.

ACSI. David Kummer, Human Resource Director

Weilin is the Managing Director of WLONG & Associates. Weilin said that the purpose of the networking event was to help students improve their professional skills by directly meeting with the professionals in the business world. The networking night featured two guest speakers. Weilin said that he was happy to see so many students attend the networking event.

The networks night was held in the Student Recreational Center of the West Lafayette campus and it was co-hosted by the Purdue University Chinese Students and Scholars Association at the Frances Cordova International Center. Source: China Radio of ACSI, Weilin Li

Zheng He, original name Ma Sanbao (1371-1433) was a Chinese marine explorer, diplomat, and admiral during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). He made the expeditions collectively related to the voyages of Zheng He to the Western Ocean (1405-1433). From 1405 to 1433. He is known as the greatest of all explorers of the early modern period and has been praised for his diplomatic and peaceful approach to foreign relations.

His expeditions were of profound cultural impact to areas all along the Southeast Asia coastline, from Indonesia, Zheng He's statue in India, Zheng He's portrait in Japan, and even have the possibility to be able to do this kind of research. As a student of Apelles, Scott is a student of Apelles. We were the first to perform the task of painting a pheasant.

The challenge competition is one of the most important and essential events in the Purdue High School. All of the students in each class have to participate, and everything from the cause to the costumes should be prepared by us.

Each class has to develop their own dance performances that last for at least five minutes but no more than ten minutes. The school will invite professional judges to judge which class is the most creative and original and will be the champions. The winners are determined by a vote, and every class is eager to win the first place.

We have only about three months to make each performance. We have only about three months to make each performance. It is unavoidable that some of our performences will be not as good as others. Some classes will wear costumes that are too complicated, and some classes will wear costumes that are too simple. Others do not want to do some of movements. Some of them do not want to wear costume with feathers. Others do not want to do some of movements. Some of them do not want to wear costume with feathers.

In the end, the dance performances were successful. The students were happy with the results and the costumes. We have only about three months to make each performance. It is unavoidable that some of our performences will be not as good as others. Some classes will wear costumes that are too complicated, and some classes will wear costumes that are too simple. Others do not want to do some of movements. Some of them do not want to wear costume with feathers. Others do not want to do some of movements. Some of them do not want to wear costume with feathers.
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